There are a lot of Good Ole' Boys out there thinking that this "Quantum Financial System" sounds pretty good and they are going along to get along, thinking that our military is good and honorable and that the CIA can be trusted. These same people have been chewing their cuds for a long time and unfortunately, when you think like cows you get treated like cows.

Here's an example set of Questions and Answers I get every day. I figured I'll just post this so you all get it at once.

Hi Anna, it seems to me that you are heading down a banking road that cannot and will not work, the white Hats have a new Quantum financial system that will do away with banks and their corruption once and for all.

The QFS is not the work of "White Hats". The QFS is a reworking of an updated MS-DOS network coming out of a CIA Project called "Crimson Gate". It is a surveillance and control program designed to mesh our economy with China's and to impose their "Social Credit System" on our people. Got that? Anything else you've heard is wrong.

Banks need profits to keep the doors open and that means usury or interest charges and high fees.

Not true. The banks are so rich now that the services can be provided for thousands of years and never require a penny of service fees. Like all the services and infrastructure of the government, all costs have been provided since 1941. The greedy rats simply kept their mouths shut and kept charging us because they could.

The quantum financial system has zero of that and is a digital certificate system backed by large amounts of Gold now secured away from the cabal.
That's our gold that these "White Hats" commandeered under False Pretenses. Any digital system will be used to enslave you. You will be dependent on their system to buy and sell and they will use that power over you to control everything you do. If that isn't apparent to you, it should be.

Why do you think you need to start state banks of any kind?

Every country on Earth needs its own bank and technically, our nation-states are separate countries. That's a fact you'd already know if your public school education was worth anything.

Unless you know more than I am being told I would like an answer for your doubt the Quantum system exists.

The Perps responsible for Crimson Gate tried to get me on board early on, but once they laid it all out, I wasn't having anything to do with a "cashless" society. A cashless society is a doomed society. Cash is your freedom to buy and sell and without that, you have no choices left to make.

Big Brother will control everything and everyone. Once that happens, you will be herded up and treated like cattle --- and used like cattle, too. It's already bad enough, but these idiots want to take it to a whole new level of enslavement and profiteering.

Don't believe in "White Hats" within the government departments or agencies. The Politicos discover and root any of those out with alacrity. There may be a few who pass on information and a few military officers embedded in the power structure who try their best to deal with an impossible situation, but that's it.

These people have nowhere to get help or report the crimes, and when they try to do so --- when they testify before Congress or bring legal complaints as Whistleblowers, what happens? Most of the time they are murdered. Or they lose their jobs and get black-balled and can't find work. They get harassed and counter-sued like Michael Flynn. They aren't protected.

Why? Because the Congress is dirtier than a pig in slop. Because the President is the Chief Pig in Residence, as shown by the millions of dollars in extortion money flowing into the Biden and Clinton Family Coffers, unfettered by any oversight or prosecution.

All those men in suits, like Bill Barr? Well-educated but crooked? Hands in their pockets, lips pursed? Mike Pompeo, James Comey, Lloyd Austin --- how many of these guys do you have to see before you can recognize them as a whole "class" of white
collar criminals, infesting what is left of our government like so many rats in a grain storehouse?

Hannah Arendt observed that evil is banal. Well, take a good look. It is.

There are approximately 15 million old-style militia men in this country and another 15 million American Indians who have their own axe to grind with the British Territorial Government. To the extent that "White Hats" exist, they exist in these two groups, and believe me, they are not in control of "projects" like the QFS.

Just say No ---- and mean it.
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